HOW TO HIT HER "G SPOT" AND DRIVE HER WILD
[Guide] Learn To Find The G Spot And Drive Her Wild

You may not be aware of this, but women are capable of having many different kinds of orgasms; but there is one kind that stands out as the single most pleasurable orgasm a woman can have. And that is the famous (and sadly, all too often ignored) “G-spot orgasm”.

Clitoral, A-spot, Deep spot, U-spot, and even squirting orgasms are all great, but pale in comparison to the mighty G-spot. So now, I want to show you how to not only locate a woman’s G-spot, but also give her so much pleasure, that you drive her absolutely wild. Be ready though; once you do this properly to your partner, she will insist you do it each and every time you have sex.

FINDING THE G-SPOT

First of all, the G-spot isn’t actually a “spot”, it’s actually an entire area located approximately 2 inches inside the vagina on the upper vaginal wall (on her stomach side, instead of the anus side).

So while your partner is lying on her back, insert your middle finger in to her vagina, with your palm facing upwards. Stroke your finger along her upper vaginal wall until you find something that feels like a ribbed surface, similar to the inside of your mouth, right behind your top row of front teeth.

Congratulations, you’ve now done something that most men will never do. You’ve found the G-spot! And now that you know where it is, it’s time to learn how to simulate it properly.

STIMULATING THE G-SPOT
While it might be more enjoyable for most men to try and pleasure a woman with his penis, it is very difficult to hit the G-spot this way. Since every man has a different size and shaped penis, there is simply not enough room to cover everything you’ll need to know in this article.

However, we teach you (in great detail) the positions that will best stimulate her G-spot in our “Incredible Sex Video Series” no matter what size or shape penis you have.

So for the sake of this article, we are going to discuss G-spot stimulation, using your fingers. But before we get in to that, I’m going to show you an amazing technique to getting her incredibly turned on and ready for an intense G-spot orgasm.

**PLEASURING HER G-SPOT**

So now she should be all warmed up and ready for you to take charge. With her laying on her back, and you kneeling in front of her, with your middle and ring or pointer fingers touching her G-spot, you are going to want to use a “come over here” motion.

One thing you need to watch out for is the amount of pressure you use when you do this. Most men are very strong, and don’t realize just how much they are using. Remember to be gentle when you are stimulating a woman’s G-spot, because it’s hard for us to enjoy what you’re doing, if is uncomfortable.
IS SHE ENJOYING IT?

A lot of times a woman will be really enjoying what her partner is doing to her, but he screws it all up when he starts changing his techniques around. So it’s very important for you to realize that when she is enjoying what you are doing, DO NOT CHANGE IT UP!

Okay, so how do you know that you’re woman is really enjoying it? Well asides from the moaning, screaming, body shaking, and her digging her mails in to you; you should pay close attention to her breathing patterns.

If her breathing seems a little erratic, and almost as if she’s panting, then that’s a great clue that you are doing a good job =)

THE FINAL CRUCIAL PIECE OF THE PUZZLE

All too often, people fall in to a rut with their partners. They figure out the techniques that they enjoy, and only stick to using those.

You get undressed, use the same old foreplay techniques (in most cases foreplay only lasts a measly 3-5 minutes) and then go straight in to having sex.

This is an easy way to leave your partner wanting more. See, women crave variety and excitement in the bedroom, so it’s very important that you can give it to them. I cannot stress enough how important it is to keep the sex fresh and new, if you really want to enjoy it and KNOW that your partner loves every second of it

So if you are serious about learning the very best techniques in the world, and taking your sex life to the next level, then I’ve got you covered. I’ve recruited some of the greatest givers of pleasure to women to help show you Step-By-Step EXACTLY what to do, and how to do it, in order to give her the most intense orgasms of her entire life.

To your sexual future,

Isabella Stone
EXTRA RESOURCES

**FEMALE MIND CONTROL**

The world’s top pickup artists agree: this is the ultimate “stealth method” for seducing women and getting laid! [Click here](#) to learn the secrets of “Female Mind Control,” and make any woman psychologically & sexually ADDICTED TO YOU.

**ED REVERSER**

[Click here](#) to watch this short presentation, and discover the ancient, all-natural secret that gives you bulging, ROCK HARD ERECTIONS on command!

**PE SUPERSIZER**

[Click here](#) and learn one weird trick that naturally adds extra inches AND girth to your penis. Now you can get the SIZE that women crave - without pumps, injections or surgery!

These penis enlargement secrets are easy and 100% all-natural.

**MONEY SHOT MAXIMIZER**

Want to shoot massive “money shots” from now on? [Click here](#) to discover how to shoot huge, thick loads that will AMAZE women!

(It’s the secret used by top porn stars...)